Board Struggles, ITSA Members Quit

By Dan Holm

Unlike some organisations on campus that are having problems with older members leaving, Newman Club cannot get many younger members.

Or, as one Newman Club member put it, “We’re not breaking down – we’re just not building up.”

One thing that Newman Club has not been doing is putting on movie nights.

The main problem, however, is that it has only 12 members of the club are seniors.

Newman Club is a social-religious organisation. Although it is Catholic-oriented, there are various other religions and some even agnostics or atheists.

The club in addition has sponsored a weekly lecture series on subjects of general interest, such as the environment. Other activities have included car rallies, taking the kids from the St. James Elementary School (just a few blocks away) to a science camp at the elementary school.

This year Newman Club has again started the lecture series. They had Dr. Danielof of ITT speak. In addition, they had Dr. Dean, the American Civil Liberties Union, speak at one of the meetings.

The term of all officers other than Sophomore Class President will expire in September.
EDITORIALS

The IIT student body is currently the beneficiary of a revolutionary new form of government: jigsaw-puzzle by-definition. I-TASU attempted to meet this week—a good and, considering the fact that nearly a third of its membership is no longer willing or able to serve, there’s also an incentive to get a quorum. But meet ITSA did, more or less, with a few modifications. With former President Maroko, former Vice-President Strain, and now former Secretary Anderzhon not occupying their offices, new President Harry Hatanz has temporarily assumed the office of ITSA President—"illegally," because the ITSA constitution specifies video notification of officers beyond that of Vice-President to President. Elsewhere in the jigsaw puzzle, we find Dean Haas, secretary-cum-tap; James French, treasurer-pro-tem; and no Vice-President at the moment. In the absence of former Engineering Representative Bill Derenberg, there is a void. It is quite likely that any of these people, if they have the will, can become the new English Rep. Such is the state of the jigsaw puzzle.

Also, with former Social Chairman Marshall Acheson currently on probation, there exists no authority to begin planning homecoming—and the usual red tape stands in the way of turning that responsibility over to Union Board, where it will probably end up. Many other crises will ensue if ITSA can’t start operating—think of all the paid trips to vital conferences (en, any, slice-rate rallies) that Board of Control members won’t be able to take.

At least now, with the lack of leadership of last term matched by the lack of members, several long-needed reforms can be considered. Maybe we can scrap the current top-siodified Ill-representing ITSA set-up, and invite a Student Senate. The restructuring proposal of last term, combining representation with student organizations, has been scrubbed as well—considering the lethargic state of nearly all the student organizations. Perhaps the best Government would be comprised of one rep from each freshmen, two from each junior, and so many seniors as are willing to show up.

This amorphous plan would not be likely to turn out well.

Dear Dave:

Dear fellow members, it seems the housing administration wants you to put the price. . . . for your bedrooms. You see, I couldn’t have served in any other way. I had to. Do you think I was spending my time in class or in study hall? I was helping to keep the house clean. I was doing my part. I was doing something for the sake of the house. I was doing something for the sake of the house. I was doing something for the sake of the house.

But why the sudden emphasis from our tidy desk-under-bed refires? I know where a person who can’t keep his desk clean is not likely to keep a house clean.

Sincerely,

(Answers in Next Issue)
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A Little Help From A Friend: Fix It With Guts

by Curt Grahnaberg

Are you having problems with that old clunker of yours? Well, sound-a-l-ish the right man. Below is a fine example of Curt's fantastic auto work. On the left is a Pontiac which dates back to 1951 when Curt was an 11-year-old junior. Notice the body lines; on the right is the same car restored. Take special note of the many cooling holes in the body, necessary for your new "hot car."

First we need the basic materials: five army surplus regeneration hand grenades, one pipe wrench, two issues of Zep Kornick, two one-pound bags of "Plonk-in" concrete, one gallon of gray primer, and one box of number 18 gauge nails. "Oh! Otto, let him get strapped!"

Take the five grenades, place them, and screw around your machine, pull the pin and run like hell. After the smoke clears, you will notice your car has taken on a new appearance. See the smooth lines, no indentations, so you now have those all-important cooling holes. You might also see that section of the car, such as doors, fenders, and bumpers have been blown completely off. This is where the concrete came in.

Cement on these parts, and pour the rest of the concrete in the truck (this provides better traction). If you have a rear-engined car, pour it over the engine. Now take the pipe wrench and run like hell. The engine will be revving a loud-ding engine. If you poured cement over the engine, skip this step.

Now pour the primer over the car and insert the steel wool in the muffler, this makes it sound loud. Now try to start the car—no luck this? Well, go smoke some dope, read the Zep comics and just forget it.

FOR RENT

Modern Highrise, 2 bedrooms, 1 bath. Excellent near el. $150 includes hot water, heat, gas and parking.

Phone: 378-9898

between 10 A.M. & 5 P.M.

CHECKER TAXI

HAS THE IDEAL JOB FOR THE COLLEGE STUDENT

- We can arrange a work schedule to fit any classroom schedule
- Work any number of days 1-5 or 6
- Workほうが in dorms or in school at one of 9 garages
- Work during summer vacation, semester breaks and holidays
- Earn up to 80% of full time earnings

MALE OR FEMALE MINIMUM AGE 18 APPLY

- 648 WASHINGTON 6:30 to 4:30 Daily 8:30 to 11:00 SAT. CALL 429-5144

A B C United Artist Theatre

PERSONALS

CO. CO. CO.

Rho Epsilon (WWNY) will hold an informal meeting Tuesday, Sept. 29, at 12:30 p.m. in the Radio Shack, Room 305 Siegel. New members welcome — see 52.

WITH GOD'S GRACE WE MASE

On Wednesday, Sept. 30, at 5 p.m., Newman Church will have an informal folk mass outside the Good Box. It will be in the area directly across the street. This will be in place of the usual meeting. All are invited.

OYEL, OYEL, OYEL


SHOCKING LECTURE PLANNED

For IEEF's first meeting, the guest speaker will be Mr. Tom Trush, who will speak about the components of a high-speed inter-connection system. The meeting will be held Tuesday, Sept. 29, at 6 p.m. in room 304 in the Hu. All interested students welcome.

U.N. GIRLS

Tonight — 8 p.m. The Prince Of Mint Jam Bratels — HUB Aud. 7:15
9:15 p.m. Coffeehouse in the Chapel. Folkingers, etc. 25c — Free coffee and cakes.
Next Friday — 8 p.m. The Bells Were Black — A French film starring Jeanne Moreau in the Hitchcock style.

WHY NOT?

On Tuesday, Sept. 29, at 12:30 p.m. The HITT College Republicans will present Pete Peterson, candidate for the Board of Trustees. This open discussion will be held in Room 301 in the Hub.

(Continued on page 4)
Fall Baseball Picks Up Steam; XC on Saturday

by Harvey Schultz

For the first time in years, the IIT Athletic Department has sponsored a Fall baseball program. Under the direction of Coach Ed Glancy and Tony Dalgado, the coaches’ main purpose was to give the players a chance to use the basic material that they will be working with next spring. While the practices were by no stretch of the imagination a disappointment, the coaches found less new material than they expected. However, they did turn up some young players who can figure prominently in the Tech Baseball picture.

Coach Glancy emphasized that the practices were not held to choose the varsity. All who showed up were given not only a chance, but also some help in the fundamental aspects of the game. Anyone interested in trying out for the team is urged to come out in the spring. The coaching staff will be happy to give all prospects a chance. But, even so the coaches got a good line on what to expect for next year.

The outfield, which was now too strong last year, was further weakened by the graduation of Jimmy Weiler and Jim Tucker. However, the coaches look for help in the outfield from some of the new players. The infield is in stable as it was last year. The practices gave all the players, and the coaches, a chance to get used to one another. The Tech Baseball program is looking forward to a very promising year.

Due to lack of space, we were unable to include in this issue excerpts from Philip Ruble’s next novel, and articles by William Schafer, Carl Gregersen, William Z. Burke, Sonatine, Edward Kennedy, and Minor Muslin. All people interested in everything are encouraged to see the next issue.

MIBC Coming, Bowling Tournaments Soon

by Larry Milman

As you the reader probably have noticed, our Illustration school has been busy preparing for the conventions in the past weeks. Just recently, for example, we played host for the National Magazine Council. Well, the convention that will soon be occurring at Tech is for bowling tournaments.

On Saturday, October 6th, at 11 o’clock, the HUB will host the MIBC (Midwest Independent Bowling Conference). This conference, scheduled for the year’s bowling will be decided. It is here that the fate of nine college bowling teams will be decided.

In addition to MIBC, eight other schools will be represented. They come from five states Illinois, Indiana, and Iowa. Depending on the outcome of this conference, the first match should be around the middle of October.

Now, the only thing we will need is a bowling team. Tryouts started on the 17th of this month and will continue until the 9th of Club soccer has nothing to do with the Athletic Department, and information can be had by calling Mr. Zang during the day at Ext. 573.

Five-Hot Day’s Intra-Mural football has begun and may be started on this year’s IM program. Games will be played Tuesday and Thursday at 7:30. Schedules and rules are posted in Kneising Hall.

Trivial Pursuits Day: TN suffers.

Gus Grabarkiewicz has informed the sports desk that he will not appear at any winter baseball banquet this year to stand for his salute and bell-ends Billy Grabarkiewicz of the L. A. Dodgers. He will, however, appear in 16 states this semester, mostly in locker-rooms.

Favor-Ruhl is Art.

That’s better than being called Sue.

IF YOU ARE 21 OR OVER, MALE OR FEMALE
HAVE A DRIVER’S LICENSE

DRIVE A YELLOW

Just telephone CA 5-6562 or Apply in person at 120 E. 18th St.
CAN EARN $25 OR MORE DAILY

DRIVE A YELLOW

Short or full shift adjusted to your school schedule

DAY, NIGHT OR WEEKENDS

Work from garage near home or school

Apply Now for Summer Work

THE ACTION MAN SLACKS

NEW RED FORE ‘N AFT

It's Happening!

See Art’s new FORE ‘N AFT in national outlets, prices and stripped.
$9.95-$1.00